SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 16 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, sunny, winds 05, temperature high -07C

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin and James Roth
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

- Loaded last two drill reels on LARS deck and continued our cleanup of SALSA site
- General cleanup at SPOTSA Site
- Unloaded Sheave transfer crate and loaded into MEC and Minivan5
- Last minute making of power cable so we can do a power up test of WHOI reel.
- Graham Roberts was tasked with helping the SCINI project with a sea ice test.

Cargo: Sheave transfer crate arrived and added into the traverse system

Note: Still on schedule, on Saturday morning we will load the SCINI winch and the drill team do a quick power test on the WHOI winch, pull the power cabled off the PDM and will be done with preparing the drill cargo for the traverse.

Report by Dennis Duling
Jonas Kalin being happy on the LARS deck
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